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Zelda's lullaby ocarina tabs

DAY IS DONE Tuning: standard capo 5th fret Main pattern for intro / verses: |--------0-------|--0-------0-----|----0-----0-----|--------0---------| |----0h1-----1---|0---0---0---0---|0h1-----1---1---|--0h1p0---3---1---| |--2-------2---2-|----------------|----------------|-------2----2---2-| |----------------|------2-------2-|------2-------2-|------------------| |0-------0---0---|----------------|----
------------|------------------| |----------------|4-------4---4---|3-------3---3---|2-------2-----2---| |--------0-3-0-----|--------0-------|----------------|----------------| |--0h1p0-------1---|----0h1-----1---|------0---------|------0---------| |-------2--------2-|--2-------2-----|----2---2-------|----2---1-------| |------------------|--------------0-|--0-------1---1-|--2-------2-----| |------------------|0-------0---0---|--
--------------|------------2---| |1-------1---------|----------------|1-----------1---|0---------------| (h = hammer, p = pull off) notes - 1. The choice varies a lot, so for example bars 7 and 8 are slightly different in the introduction, but above it seems to be the model, and it seems useless to try to transcribe exactly which notes are played for the entire
song. 2. Hammers and tie rods of bars 4 and 5 tend to be simplified in the various pickaxe verses of 2x0210 and 1x0210 respectively. 3. Verses 2 and 6 repeat bars 5 and 6 4. Verses 2, 4, 6 have a faster end, replacing bars 7 and 8 with: |----------------| |------0---------| |----2---2---1---| |--0h1-----2---2-| |----------------| |1-------0-------| (h - the
1 is hammered, not collected) The last verse ends with the same bar as v2,4,6, then: |------------------ |------3-0-----0--- |----2---------5--- (free time) |--2-------2---2--- |0-------------0--- |------------0----- Tabbed by Chris Healey If you can't find the chords or tabs you want, look at our e-chord partners. If you are a premium member, you have
total access to our video lessons. If you find a wrong Bad To Me from Nick Drake, click the correct button above. DAY IS DONE Tuning: standard head 5th fret Main scheme for intro / verses: |--------0-------|--0-------0-----|----0-----0-----|--------0---------|| ----0h1-----1---|0---0---0---0---|0h1-----1---1---|--0h1p0---3---1---|| --2-------2---2-|-----------
-----|----------------|-------2----2---2-|| ----------------|------2-------2-|------2-------2-|------------------|| 0-------0---0---|----------------|----------------|------------------|| ----------------|4-------4---4---|3-------3---3---|2-------2-----2---| (h = hammer, p = pull off) notes - 1. The choice varies a lot, so for example bars 7 and 8 are slightly different in the introduction, but
above it seems to be the model, and it seems useless to try to transcribe exactly which notes are played for the entire song. 2. Hammers and tie rods of bars 4 and 5 tend to be simplified in the various pickaxe verses of 2x0210 and 1x0210 respectively. 3. Verses 2 and 6 repeat bars 5 and 6 4. Verses 2, 4, 6 have a faster end,
replacing bars 7 and 8 with: |----------------|| ------0---------|| ----2---2---1---|| --0h1-----2---2-|| ----------------|| 1-------0-------| (h - the 1 is hammered, not collected) Last verse ends with same bar as for v2,4,6, then: |------------------|------3-0-----0---|----2---------5--- (in free timing)|--2-------2---2---|0-------------0---|------------0----- Tabbed by Chris
Healey Version: 1 Type: Tab 0 ratings comments DAY IS DONE Tuning: standard capo 5th fret Main pattern for intro / verses: |--------0-------|--0-------0-----|----0-----0-----|--------0---------| |----0h1-----1---|0---0---0---0---|0h1-----1---1---|--0h1p0---3---1---| |--2-------2---2-|----------------|----------------|-------2----2---2-| |----------------|------2-------2-|------2-
------2-|------------------| |0-------0---0---|----------------|----------------|------------------| |----------------|4-------4---4---|3-------3---3---|2-------2-----2---| [ Card from: ] |--------0-3-0-----|--------0-------|----------------|----------------| |--0h1p0-------1---|----0 h1--- -----1---|------0---------|------0---------| |-------2--------2-|--2-------2-----|----2---2--- -------|----2---1-------| |------------------
|--------------0-|--0-------1---1-|--2-------2-----| |------------------|51|10-------0--- ---0---|----------------|------------2---| |1-------1---1---|0--- (h = hammer, p = pull off) notes - 1. The choice varies a lot, so for example bars 7 and 8 are slightly different in the introduction, but above it seems to be the model, and it seems useless to try to transcribe
exactly which notes are played for the entire song. 2. Hammers and tie rods of bars 4 and 5 tend to be simplified in the various pickaxe verses of 2x0210 and 1x0210 respectively. 3. Verses 2 and 6 repeat bars 5 and 6 4. Verses 2, 4, 6 have a faster end, replacing bars 7 and 8 with: |----------------| |------0---------| |----2---2---1---| |--
0h1-----2---2-| |----------------| |1-------0-------| (h - the 1 is hammered, not collected) The last verse ends with the same bar as v2,4,6, then: |------------------ |------3-0-----0--- |----2---------5--- (leisure) |--2-------2---2--- |0-------------0-------------0-------------0 --- |------------0----- Tabbed by Chris Healey and save the song in your book of a b c d e f g
h i j k l m n o p q r t u v w x y z 0-9 DAY IS DONE Schema principale per intro / / |--------0-------|--0-------0-----|----0-----0-----|--------0---------| |----0h1-----1---|0---0---0---0---|0h1-----1---1---|--0h1p0---3---1---| |--2-------2---2-|----------------|----------------|-------2----2---2-| |----------------|------2-------2-|------2-------2-|------------------| |0-------0---0---|--------------
--|----------------|------------------| |----------------|4-------4---4---|3-------3---3---|2-------2-----2---| |--------0-3-0-----|--------0-------|----------------|----------------| |--0h1p0-------1---|----0h1-----1---|------0---------|------0---------| |-------2--------2-|--2-------2-----|----2---2-------|----2---1-------| |------------------|--------------0-|--0-------1---1-|--2-------2-----| |------------------|0-------0---
0---|----------------|------------2---| |1-------1---------|----------------|1-----------1---|0---------------| (h = hammer, p = pull off) notes - 1. The choice varies a lot, so for example bars 7 and 8 are slightly different in the introduction, but above it seems to be the model, and it seems useless to try to transcribe exactly which notes are played for the
entire song. 2. Hammers and tie rods of bars 4 and 5 tend to be simplified in the various pickaxe verses of 2x0210 and 1x0210 respectively. 3. Verses 2 and 6 repeat bars 5 and 6 4. Verses 2, 4, 6 have a faster end, replacing bars 7 and 8 with: |----------------| |------0---------| |----2---2---1---| |--0h1-----2---2-| |----------------| |1-------0-------|
(h - the 1 is hammered, not collected) The last verse ends with the same bar of v2,4,6, then: |------------------ |------3-0-----0--- |----2---------5--- (leisure) |--2-------2---2--- |0------------- <7>0--- |------------0----- and save the song in your songbook a b c d e f g h i j k l m n o p q r s t u v w x y z 0-9 Nick Drake - Day is Done Learn to play Nick
Drake - Day is Done note-for-note on guitar. Difficulty level: intermediate to advanced. Large stretches and complex patterns of the right hand. Barre chords: No Thumb over chords: Yes Playing Style: Fingerpicked Tuning: Standard This preview video contains the first section taken from the full lesson for the song Day is Done.
The full lesson contains a video of the lesson, a playback of performances through videos, complete tabs and chords and text sheets. You will receive a link to download the lesson that will be downloaded as a 134 Mb zip file containing all the contents of the lesson. Back to the Individual Songs Preview Tab Preview Chords
&amp; Songsheet Preview Page Return to the Individual Songs page You'll receive at least two videos per song, a lesson, and a play-through performance-standard. You will receive the chords/texts and guitar cards as PDF files. The videos are in mp4 format and should be played on PC, Mac and the part of the mobile devices.
They will be downloaded as zip files. If you don't have a Zip program on your PC, you'll need to install one to open file. If you want to download to an iPad or iPhone you will need an app to do so, read here to learn more. Browse our lessons of all our lessons Our free lessons Artist difficulty level lessons Bar chords use Thumb-
over chords Lessons playing Tuning Fingerstyle style Instrumental pieces A Beginner's Repertoire The Electric Blues Course Latest Products This flashcard package has consonants s blend st, sl, sm, sn, sp, sc, sl and sw words with images, which will help our little students discriminate between these blends. In my experience
children typically record only one of the two fusion sounds during spelling. For example, step is written sep; scam is written sam; the snack is written sack, etc. I try to emphasize the consonant mixture as much as possible when this happens. These seven blends are by far the most challenging and confusing not only for children
but also for adults. Errors in writing words with these mixtures are quite common. Therefore, I suggest you start with l-blends flashcards and r-blends flashcards before moving on to the fusion words s. These flashcards can also be used with dyslexic children to practice reading words from a syllable 'sc sk st sm sn sp sw tw'.
These flashcards can add fun to your lessons. These flashcards can also be used when revisiting sounds. 'sp' is an initial consonant mixture or cluster. In this package, there are six flashcard sp words. These sp words with images are also a great way to improve your child's vocabulary. There are 6 cards on each of the 7 A4
sheets. You will have to print these sheets and cut them into papers. Print these flashcards on calcium and laminate for durability. These flashcards can be used for a long time if they are laminated. The previous worksheet has for the mixture sw. The 'tw' mixture is also included. I usually intact this package with my s-blend
worksheet package. It is a package of 7 worksheets ideal for practicing s blends. You can view the entire collection of fonics flashcards and word lists on my website. You will find flashcards for short vowels, long vowels, mixtures, digraphs etc.   Sort flashcards between the words 'sc sk sm sn sp st sw tw' and write them to the
previous worksheet. This package is free for subscribers to download. Download.
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